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Well hello. Welcome to episode twenty-one of the Calm Living Blueprint 

Podcast. I‟m your host, Candice Esposito, the founder of the Calm Living 

Blueprint.  

Thanks for listening in. And a big thank you to all those who have written a 

review of the Calm Living Blueprint on iTunes. I really appreciate your 

feedback. 

If you have a moment, and you truly believe that the show deserves it, I 

would so appreciate 1 minute of your time to nominate the Calm Living 

Blueprint Podcast as the best HEALTH Podcast for the 2013 Podcast 

Awards... 

 

Go to http://www.podcastawards.com/ to nominate the show. That would be 

awesome. 

Have you ever blushed? 

Of course you have. We all blush.  

There‟s nothing wrong with blushing however blushing can become a 

concern when we feel anxious about blushing. We‟re afraid of blushing or 

when we blush we get anxious about blushing and that just further adds to 

our overall anxiety. 

So this episode is devoted to blushing – specifically how to deal with 

blushing so that it no longer causes anxiety for you. 

So keep listening to discover exactly how you can do that… plus, I‟ll also be 

including a really nice guided meditation specifically for blushing and anxiety 

so stay tuned for that… 

First, a quick reminder that the show notes for every episode are available 

on the Calm Living Blueprint website. The show notes include the actual mp3 

recording, the transcript of the podcast, any resources mentioned, as well as 

the homeplay that I recommend in each episode. The show notes for today‟s 

episode can be found at CalmLivingBlueprint.com/21. That‟s the number 21 

as in episode number 21. 
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Working with people with social anxiety, I often get asked, “How can I stop 

blushing?” 

Blushing is a common symptom of social anxiety. At its extreme, the 

embarrassment from blushing can become so bad that the sufferer avoids 

social contact altogether. 

Before we go further, I should clarify that what we‟re discussing here has to 

do with facial blushing – blushing that is a normal physiological occurrence, 

not flushing or sweating or hot flashes that may be related to a medical 

condition. 

And I want to clarify, too, that blushing doesn‟t just occur when we‟re 

anxious. It can happen when we‟re embarrassed, self-conscious, angry, even 

when we‟re sexually aroused.  

So not everyone who blushes has social anxiety and not everyone with social 

anxiety blushes excessively. 

What‟s interesting is that although there may be many triggers for blushing, 

the system that activates blushing is also the same system that is 

responsible for anxiety – our fight-or-flight system - the system designed to 

keep you safe from danger by making it easier for you to fight or flee at a 

moment's notice. 

The fight or flight system releases adrenaline into your body and one of the 

effects of that is vasodilation, which is when your body opens up your blood 

vessels so that blood flows through more easily. 

This, in turn, allows blood to flow into your face at a faster rate than it does 

normally, and "blushing" occurs. 

It's not clear what the evolutionary benefit of this is, but all animals show 

"signals" that indicate someone is afraid or embarrassed, presumably as a 

form of non-verbal communication. Perhaps the degree of vasodilation 

signaled to early man that the person either was or was not dangerous, 

based on their response in a given situation. 
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Another theory is that blushing is naturally attractive as it is safer in 

evolutionary terms to have a partner that cannot lie without detection. 

Regardless, it‟s important to remember that blushing is a completely natural, 

automatic human response. We all blush – to varying degrees of course – 

but we all blush. 

Some common situations that can trigger blushing for someone with social 

anxiety may include feeling like you are the center of attention and everyone 

is looking at you, that you‟ve been singled out and put on the spot, someone 

asks you a question unexpectedly… oftentimes there is an element of 

surprise.  

You weren‟t expecting something to happen and when it does, you blush.  

The blushing then embarrasses you more and you are worried about what 

others are thinking seeing you blush… are they thinking you are strange or 

weird or awkward… and this causes more anxiety. 

So although the physiological response of blushing is very real, it‟s typically 

set off by thoughts and feelings that may not be rational. By this I mean 

that to address blushing we really need to address the underlying causes for 

anxiety in the first place. 

It‟s what we‟ve talking about in previous episodes… it‟s when we get fused 

with these thoughts and feelings that we experience problems… the 

symptom blushing is just a reflection of that. 

For example, sometimes the fear of blushing may be so strong that we bring 

the blushing on ourselves in a sense. If we are consumed, obsessed, and 

worried about blushing, then our brain is focused on blushing and, therefore, 

it will happen to us much more frequently. 

It is this fear of blushing - worrying about it, feeling that it is awful and that 

others will notice and not approve of us - and the anticipatory anxiety we 

have about it occurring - that feeds and fuels the act of blushing itself. 

The problem comes when we believe and get all tangled up in the blushing 

story our mind is trying to tell us. 
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Think about it… there are people who aren‟t concerned with blushing. They 

really don‟t give it any thought. It‟s not that they don‟t blush – they do. 

Remember, we all do. It‟s just that they don‟t pay it attention. It happens 

and they don‟t even notice it. 

When we get caught up in this story our mind is trying to tell us we risk not 

only over exaggerating our blushing, but also the effect our blushing has on 

other people. 

Our mind starts telling us stories about what other people may be thinking 

about us or about how other people are judging us… when, in reality, most 

of the time these stories are not true. They are an over exaggeration. 

What would happen, if the next time you blushed, you made space for that 

feeling, you allowed it to happen, you continued right on with what you were 

doing and saying, you didn‟t try to resist it or get caught up in it? 

Some people look for “blushing therapy”… trying to find a so-called cure 

specifically for blushing. Well, if you‟ve taken in what we‟ve just gone over 

you‟ll probably be able to predict why this isn‟t the best option. 

Blushing is a symptom. We need to address the root cause. You can‟t cure a 

symptom. You only mask symptoms. Symptoms go away on their own when 

you treat the root cause. 

Fortunately, all of the steps within the Calm Living Blueprint that we‟ve 

discussed are effective for this purpose of getting to the root causes of 

anxiety. 

That being said, I can offer you a few tips that can be helpful specifically for 

blushing… 

Take the pressure off yourself. It‟s okay if you blush.  

Sometimes holding back the information or trying to hide the fact that you 

are anxious or embarrassed only makes things worse.  

It‟s okay to say, “Oh, I think I may blush now” or “I feel myself going red.” 

Any decent person is going to sympathize with you because we can all 

relate. We‟ve all been there. 
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Engage in the present moment. The more you focus on the conversation 

itself or being interested in the person you are with, the less energy and 

focus you‟ll put on blushing and you‟ll be able to let the blush go away on its 

own. 

Above all, remember that the truth is everyone blushes. In fact there is 

actually a lie detector that exists that works using a thermal imaging camera 

pointed at the face of the subject. 

Apparently, that lie detector has a higher accuracy rate than the traditional 

lie detector. 

How does it work so well? Well, because the fact is everyone blushes when 

they lie! 

So although we can‟t stop ourselves from blushing, we can choose how we 

react to blushing and we can train our body to relax as we feel a blush 

coming on or if we have the thought that we might blush.  

Meditation is a great way to do this so I‟d like to finish off this episode with a 

meditation targeted specifically towards helping you relax when blushing. 

The more you practice, the less blushing will be a concern. 

Because we are going to end with a meditation I‟ll say my good bye now and 

I‟ll hold off with the ukulele music at the end since I don‟t want to ruin your 

zen moment.  

I‟ll be including a link to download an mp3 file of just this meditation so 

you‟ll have that to listen to separately any time you wish without having to 

go through this entire podcast episode again. 

The home play for this week is simply to practice this meditation and reflect 

upon the points we‟ve covered. Apply the techniques you‟ve learned in the 

Calm Living Blueprint to blushing. 

I want to wish all my Canadian listeners a Happy Thanksgiving!  

And, a quick reminder, if you have a moment, and you truly believe that the 

show deserves it, I would very much appreciate 1 minute of your time to 

nominate the Calm Living Blueprint Podcast as the best HEALTH Podcast for 
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the 2013 Podcast Awards... It does take a lot of time and effort to put 

together each episode so for the show to receive that recognition would be 

tremendous. 

 

Go to http://www.podcastawards.com/ to do that. Thanks so much. 

 

„Til next time, 

I‟m Candice Esposito. 

Keep calm and carry on. 
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Blushing Relaxation Meditation 

Find a comfortable position, sitting or lying down. 

You may want to close your eyes, or focus your gaze on one spot in the 
room. 

Begin to relax by focusing on breathing. 

Breathe slowly in...and slowly out... 

In...and out... 

In...out... 

In...out... 

Keep breathing slowly...comfortably...relaxing more and more with each 

breath. Allow each breath to calm and relax you. 

Now you can relax your body all the way from the tips of your toes to the 

top of your head. 

Start by focusing on the tips of your toes. Imagine a feeling of warmth 

beginning in the tips of your toes. Imagine what this warmth would feel like 

if it was to spread from your toes up to your feet, warming and relaxing your 
feet completely. 

Allow your feet to become limp. They may even feel 
heavy...warm...heavy...and relaxed. Let this feeling of relaxation continue to 

your ankles...up to your lower legs...your knees... 

Let your lower legs completely relax now. Allow the relaxation to 

continue...to your upper legs...all the way to your hips, letting your legs be 
completely limp and loose and relaxed. Heavy with relaxation. 

Focus on the core of your body now...from your hips to your stomach and 
lower back...to your chest and upper back...your sides...all the way to your 

shoulders. 

Feel your calm breathing...gently moving your stomach...chest...and 

sides...so relaxed and calm and pleasant... 
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Concentrate on the tips of your fingers. Imagine a feeling of warmth 
beginning in the tips of your fingers...spreading up your fingers and 

thumbs...to your hands...to your wrists... 

Your hands may feel warm...and heavy...so warm and heavy with 

relaxation...limp...relaxed...filled with warmth and relaxation... 

Allow this feeling of relaxation to spread to your lower arms...elbows...upper 

arms...shoulders... 

Let your arms completely relax from your shoulders to your fingertips...so 

completely loose and limp...filled with warmth and relaxation...so heavy...so 
relaxed... 

Allow your neck to relax...your face...your head... 

Let your forehead become smooth, cool, and relaxed. 

Feel your whole body relaxing...letting go...allow all the muscles to give up 
their hold...becoming totally limp...loose...and relaxed... 

You may even feel like your body is sinking into the surface you are 

on...your arms and legs becoming heavier...so very heavy...sinking down... 

Allow your hands to become warm...very warm...very heavy...very relaxed. 

Allow your feet to become warm...heavy...relaxed... 

Place your hands at your sides and allow your hands and arms to relax even 

more. Concentrate on your fingers. Imagine your fingers and thumbs 
becoming even warmer. Your hands may be starting to feel heavy...so heavy 

it might even feel like your hands are pulling down on your arms...pulling 
your shoulders down...it may feel like your hands are sinking into the 

surface beside you...such a pleasant, comfortable feeling of relaxation... 

Concentrate on your toes. Imagine your toes warming up even 

more...spreading to warm your feet...your ankles.... 

Imagine a feeling of heaviness in your feet. Imagine that your feet are 

becoming larger and larger...warmer...heavier...more relaxed... 

Your feet can become so relaxed that your legs relax as well...so warm and 

heavy and relaxed.... 
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Your whole body can relax deeply because there is nothing you need to 
do...besides a feeling of relaxation...and nowhere to 

be...except relaxing...the only thing you need to do and be is to relax deeply 
and comfortably and to drift… just to drift and relax happily...enjoying a 

relaxed feeling that is so easy to create and so natural… 

Allow a feeling of coolness to begin on your forehead. Imagine that a block 

of ice is close to your skin...so close the ice is almost touching your 
face...but not quite... 

Imagine the feeling of cool air swirling between the ice and your skin. You 
may even feel your forehead cooling...cooling...becoming so cool and 

relaxed... 

Now picture icy cold lotion...calming, cooling lotion. Imagine spreading a 

drop of this cold lotion across your forehead...completely cooling 
and relaxing your forehead...leaving only a feeling of relaxation and cool... 

Spread the nice, cold lotion across your cheeks. Let the lotion cool 

and relax your cheeks. So pleasant and relaxed. Imagine that the block of 
ice is next to your left cheek...the tiniest space is between the ice and your 

cheek...feel the cool air coming off the ice...cooling your left cheek...so 
pleasant...so relaxed. 

Imagine that the block of ice is next to your right cheek...very close to your 
skin...cool air coming off the ice...cooling your right cheek...so relaxing...so 

cool and calm. 

Now allow a feeling of coolness to grow...cooling and relaxing your entire 

face...so pleasant and cool. 

(Pause) 

The coolness in your face will stop blushing instantly. As soon as your face is 
cool, you stop blushing, all redness disappears, leaving your face its natural 

colour and feeling pleasant and relaxed. 

Whenever you want to stop blushing in the future, you can stop blushing; 

you stop blushing instantly and you stop blushing easily. You can stop 

blushing any time you want to.  

It is easy to stop blushing. So easy and simple to stop blushing. You stop 

blushing before it even starts. 
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Allow your relaxation to deepen now by counting. Start at 100, and count 
backward by sevens. 100...93...86...continue counting backward by sevens 

on your own now until I say stop...becoming more and more relaxed with 
each number...more and more relaxed... 

(Pause) 

Now stop counting, and start at 5, counting up by 

sevens...5...12...19...continue now on your own, counting up by sevens, 
becoming more relaxed with each number... 

(Pause) 

Good. Now you can stop counting and simply drift... 

Feel your mind relaxing into the stillness of no longer having to count or 
focus but just relax...it is such a pleasant, comfortable feeling. 

(Pause) 

Now as you relax...so deeply and pleasantly relaxed, you can relax any time 

you want to, now and in the future. 

The slightest feeling of warmth in your face causes you to relax. 

Thinking about blushing causes your face to become cool. 

In a moment, I am going to ask you to gently scratch your chin. This motion 
of scratching your chin is your private signal to relax. Scratching your chin is 

your anchor. Each and every time you scratch your chin, you relax instantly 
and deeply, while remaining alert and awake. 

Each and every time you scratch your chin, your entire face becomes 
instantly cool. 

Every time you scratch your chin, your hands and feet become very warm 
and relaxed. 

Scratching your chin doubles your relaxation, causing you to relax twice as 
quickly and twice as deeply as the previous time. 
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So go ahead now, and scratch your chin, doubling your relaxation and 
comfort, causing your entire face to become cool, and causing your hands 

and feet to become warm and relaxed. 

Every time you scratch your chin, you relax, instantly and deeply. Scratching 

your chin causes your face to become instantly cool and your hands and feet 
to be relaxed and warm. 

It feels so good to relax. 

Now please scratch your chin again, and notice that you become twice as 

relaxed, your face becomes twice as cool and comfortable, and your hands 
and feet become twice as warm and relaxed...doubling your relaxation from 

head to toe as soon as your fingers contact your chin. 

You can scratch your chin any time to instantly relax. Each and every time 

you scratch your chin, you relax, your face becomes cool, and your hands 
and feet become warm, whether you scratch your chin today, or tomorrow, 

or next week, or years from now. 

Any time you want to stop blushing, you scratch your chin and find that your 
face is instantly cool and without any redness whatsoever. 

Thinking about blushing causes you to relax. 

The slightest worry about blushing causes your face to become cool and to 

be completely absent of any redness. 

You can relax any time and in any place, and be completely calm and 

comfortable while remaining alert and awake. 

(Pause) 

Take a few moments now to just enjoy feeling relaxed. 

Drifting...relaxing... 

(Pause) 

Now it's time to reawaken your mind and body. In a moment I will count to 

three, and when you hear the number three it causes you to open your eyes 
and feel alert, awake, and wonderful. 
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